
Answer not a fool according to his folly  

 

Here are some principles that should be very helpful in answering questions in general 

about COS... 

First...I have taken this quote to heart, and I recommend everyone involved with COS 

take it to heart... 

"There is nothing more pointless than an answer to a question that is not fully 

understood, fully posed.  We are far too impatient with questions, and therefore, far too 

shallow in appreciating answers... 

Peter Kreeft 

There is a reason Jesus answered just about all questions with a question...How can 

we answer a questions when we have no confirmed that they actually know enough 

about the question to ask? 

There is a reason Jesus answered just about every question he was given with a 

question...The people asking the questions had very little true knowledge of the 

question they were asking...Jesus asked questions to cause the questioner to reflect 

and question their own presuppositions... 

 

Questioner: "Good Teacher..."   Jesus: "Why do you call me good?" 

 

As COS educators, we need to be much slower in answering questions without first 

ensuring that they truly understand the question, and the only way to do that is by 

asking them questions that will cause them to think and question their own 

presuppositions... 

If we do not do this, we automatically give the questioner more credibility than they 

deserve, which only solidifies their position, regardless of how we answer them... 

 

_Answer not a fool according to his folly,_ 

_lest you be like him yourself._ (ie, first, do not accept a fool's presuppositions) 

_Answer a fool according to his folly,_ 

_lest he be wise in his own eyes._ (ie, after questioning their presuppositions, show the 

fool how his thinking is foolish) 

Proverbs 24:5-6 

Bottom line...It is best to not answer questions about COS before you are sure the 

questioner has a good understanding of what they are asking...  

  



 

By Mark Meckler 12/16/2016 

 

I have been in the field a bit lately, and am hearing that our narrative is becoming fuzzy. 

Our narrative is simple...and tested over the long haul in the field.  

It is, quite simply, "Who Decides?" 

Who Decides?  You or DC? Your family, or DC? Your church, or DC? Your 

community...your city...or DC? Your state...or DC? 

Everyone...Everyone...will answer by pointing to themselves...their families, their 

communities, their states.  No one except folks in DC will point to DC. 

The narrative matters, and the definition of the alternatives is the ultimate instrument of 

political power. We must constantly simplify. The more we know, and the longer we are 

at this, the more we naturally complicate our narrative. Because each and every one of 

us knows all of this stuff inside and out.  So it is no longer complex to us. But our job is 

not to communicate with ourselves. 

Our job is to communicate with our listeners...our audience...the American public. 

"Make America Great Again."  Do you want America to be Great Again, or not? Yes or 

no? Oh...you don't...so you want America to suck? That is a powerful definition of the 

alternatives.  What does it mean to make America great again? That might be different 

in everyone's mind.   

So Trump had a few talking points about it. FEW Build a wall.  End stupid trade 

deals.  Make our military strong and respected. Respect our law enforcement. Drain 

the swamp 

He won the Presidency on those things.  SIMPLE NARRATIVE. 

His enemies said, "Not even specifics" "Where are the details" "He doesn't 

understand how it works." 

Trump played three dimensional chess, while his opponents played checkers.  

But...while the game is complex...and he understood that...the NARRATIVE ALWAYS 

STAYED SIMPLE.  Think of all his messages in terms of defining the alternatives.  

Do you want to build a wall or not?  Most say yes 

End stupid trade deals or not. 

Respect our law enforcement or not? 

Strong military or weak military? 

Perfect, simple, powerful definition of the alternatives. 

Hillary's slogan:  "I'm with her." Are you with her or not?  Hmmm.  Poor definition of the 

alternatives. 

Not an obvious answer for 80% (which is our threshold) 



 

"Stronger together."  ? 

Stronger than...?  What does that mean.  What if you ask it as a definition of the 

alternatives?  "Are we stronger together or apart?"  No one would even know what you 

mean. 

So there are lessons about narrative for us in the election, and all around us every day.  

Remember to look.  And remember, our narrative is simple and profoundly powerful.  

We must use it every day.  And we must not get caught in our own knowledge (which I 

often do), and make things too complex. 

Here's what I tell people who don't know how to answer questions.  "I don't know 

about that.  What I do know is that I think AZ (insert state) should decide for AZ.  That's 

all this is about.  Who decides?" 

I ask legislators, "Do you think Arizonans should decide for themselves, or do you think 

DC should continue to decide for them?" Oh...you're against COS...so you prefer to 

see DC remain in control." 

"No, then how else do we take the structural power away from DC?" 

Asking them the question forces them to evaluate their own position and 

presuppositions... 

Our opponents will then blah, blah blah and then just say..."I don't know about that I 

just want AZ to decide for AZ.  I'm tired of DC deciding for us, aren't you?" 

Let them say, "yes...but..." 

The. Definition. Of. The. Alternatives. 

It is the ultimate instrument of political power 

The definition of the alternatives is the supreme instrument of power; the antagonist 

can rarely agree on what the issues are because power is involved in the definition. He 

who determines what politics is runs the country, because the definition of alternatives 

is the choice of conflicts, and the choice of conflicts allocates power.  

E.E.  Schattschnieider, The Semisovereign People: A Realist View of Democracy 

(emphasis in the original). 

  



Influence you Legislator and other 

opponents two irrational questions 
 

  You probably 

respond with a perfectly rational question like, Why not?  Unfortunately, I ve learned 

that rational questions are ineffective for motivating resistant people. Instead I ve found 

that irrational questions actually motivate people better. 

 For example, imagine you re speaking with your legislator, and she say that they do 

not support the Convention of States.  Instead of asking rational but ineffective 

questions, try the following 2 seemingly irrational questions: 

1. How ready are you to vote yes to support the Convention of States project 

resolution, on a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 means not ready at all and 10 means 

totally ready?  

Make sure she gives you a number. On the rare chance that she says her 

her to 

become a 2, she reveals what she needs to do before she is able to vote yes on the 

COS Resolution. That is what you motivate her to do first. 

2. yes, 

lower  

  However, 

most resistant people have some motivation that they keep from us.  If you ask, Are 

you going to vote yes on the COS Resolution, yes or no?  they continue to keep their 

motivation hidden.  But if you ask them the 1-10  question, they re much more likely 

to reveal their motivation by saying a 2 or a 3, which is far better  

 

 more 
more resistance.  However, by asking Question 2, you re asking her to defend why 

voting yes on the COS Resolution is even the slightest bit important to her (e.g., deep 

down, she knows getting over her defensiveness around critique is an important career 

vote yes (e.g., she is fearful of 

the unknowns).  The answers she gives lead her to rehearse the positive and intrinsic 

reasons for doing what you asked, which, in turn, dramatically increase the chances 

that she votes yes on the COS Resolution. 

 

 


